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Agenda
Objective: 
To start a discussion on how audit could more 
effectively review the procurement function and 
actions to identify fraud, corruption & exploitation

Agenda:
1. Why public procurement is still vulnerable to fraud 

and corruption
2. Why audit is not as effective as it could be to 

prevent & detect fraud, corruption and exploitation
3. More actions that audit could take 
4. Break out discussion



Thoughts
Question:

How can we improve our auditing of the 
procurement function and actions to augment our 

ability to detect irregularities?

Spend 5 mins on this question
Write your thoughts down

for later review



Aims 
of Public Procurement

Probity/Integrity

Ensure that public 
funds are not diverted 

for fraudulent or 
corrupt purposes

Economy

Make best use of funds 
in meeting 

procurement and 
strategic objectives



Principles of Public Procurement
(Probity Fundamentals)

1. Maintaining Accountability and Transparency

2. Maintaining Impartiality 

3. Managing Conflict of interest

4. Maintaining Confidentiality 

5. Obtaining Value for Money



Public Procurement

Reliance that Compliance with procedures

sufficient to guarantee integrity & accountability



Procedures

Transactional value thresholds

Who can 
purchase

Extent of 
competition

Advertisement 
of tenders

Procedures re 
solicitation, 

receipt, 
evaluation

Procedures 
re contract 

award

Who can 
bind

Public 
disclosure



Internal Controls

Delegation of Authority
Segregation of Duties
Generic specifications
Solicitation
Evaluation
Selection
Avoidance of splitting order
Monitoring



Vulnerabilities of Public 
Procurement 

Transactionally
focused Public 
Procurement

Compliance

Compliance

In
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sInternal Controls

Corruption

Exploitation

Fraud



Example 1
ØRequirements
s Re-establishment of office in previously war torn 

area 
s Very limited suppliers working in difficult 

conditions
s Small office, limited staff under pressure to get 

the office ready for official opening by dignitaries
s Considered to be a straight forward procurement 

ØAdmin assistant, previously who worked there 
during the pre-war period, in charge of this 
procurement action (and most of the administrative 
functions), regarded as very competent



Procurement process
s Per procedures, she obtained 3 quotations as the value 

was > $30k 
s Since the value of procurement was < $100k, there was 

no need for strategy or procurement plan
s She presented the 3 quotations to the Evaluation 

committee chaired by Finance/Admin manager, who 
recommended the supplier who met the requirements 
with the lowest offer.  Approved by the Head of Office

s Contract was awarded and office was satisfactorily 
refurbished on time for the official opening

Everything seemed to be a success and in order, 
or was it?



Problem
s The 3 quotations were provided by the one and 

same supplier.  He supplemented his quotation with 
fabricated quotations from related and defunct 
companies, one of which was his father’s

s Admin assistant under a lot of pressure to ‘get it 
done’ and felt the need to maintain her reputation 
as efficient and indispensable

s She told the supplier, her friend, she had to obtain 3 
quotations per the rule and he offered to help her

s However there were hardly any suppliers working in 
the area as it had been until recently a war torn 
country



Justification
ØOffice had to be ready in time for the official opening 
ØPrice and quality of the refurbishment was satisfactory

s In fact, Admin assistant:
s was not knowledgeable of the procurement P&P 
s knew the conditions of the market but did not know 

how to factor this in the procurement methodology

s Felt the need to maintain her reputation as a capable 
woman especially in her society

s Felt she could not consult her managers for fear of 
being considered incapable of conducting a ‘straight 
forward procurement’



Detected?
s Neither the Evaluation committee, the Finance 

manager nor the Head of Office noticed anything 
irregular.  Each level depended on the previous level 
to detect irregularities.  Ultimately, they relied on 
and trusted the Admin assistant 

s Irregularity only came to light when staff 
complained about seeing the supplier providing 
goods and services for a contract that was given to a 
different company

s Apparent compliance with the policies and 
procedures did not rule out fraud in this instance

The question we have to ask is “Could audit 
have picked it up?”



Example 2

s Organisation needed certain goods and services and 
bundled its requirements in a way that is convenient 
for the org in terms of contract management à only 
1 supplier to manage

s Only 2 companies were prepared to bid to provide 
the total bundle of goods and services

s Thought to be genuine competitors 

s Significantly high value contract



Deficiencies
s No analysis of supply chains to determine 
s if there is a better way to approach the market 
s to bundle or unbundle the requirements

s No effort to allow other suppliers (specialists in the 
different elements of the supply chain?) to address 
parts of the requirements à partial offers would not 
be entertained

s Entity relied entirely on its procurement procedures 
to secure value for money and ensure probity and 
accountability

Entity had effectively created a self-imposed 
duopoly



Result

s Suppliers that bid for the contract do so at a 
premium to cover the risk of uncertainty in the 
elements of the supply chain in which they are not 
experts or that were carried risks

s Pricing offered would be inflated with risk premium
s What is not known is what the final price includes 

because it is not transparent 

The total amount paid could include 

sforms of exploitative pricing 
scorrupt transfers



Case Commonalities

s Fraud and corruption occurred in both complex and 
straight forward procurement actions

s Conducted in accordance with the procurement 
rules

s No indication that organisation was dissatisfied
1) Contract considered great success
2) Satisfied until staff complained 
3) No one has formally expressed any dissatisfaction 

except occasionally lamenting the high cost



Case Commonalities

s No issues raised by internal or external audit
1) Alleged fraud detected in unrelated investigation 

or triggered by staff complaint
2) No one sees there is a problem, continues as is

s No evidence gathered in planning stage that
s critically considered the way the need is expressed
s provided understanding of dynamics of supply mkts
s facilitated a suitable procurement strategy



Deficiencies

s Procuring unit accepted the needs in the form they 
were expressed without challenging them

s Procuring staff and end user (i.e. beneficiary) was 
the one and same person

s Procuring staff did not have capability to undertake 
research and analysis and tried to apply unsuitable 
procedures

s Procuring unit does not see the need for such info 
gathering



Black Box of Procurement

ActualAssumed

COMPLIANCE SUFFICIENT
to guarantee integrity & 
accountability

Black box of procedural 
compliance – no transparency 
of strategy and evidence from 
which it is derived 



Focus of Public Procurement

Needs and requirements as presented are 
accepted and not challenged

Critically considering 
requirements and options, 

documenting the analysis and 
basis for decision for scrutiny 

and approval

what about?



Focus of Public Procurement

No strategy or if there is, strategy based on 
standard templates and without adequate 

supporting evidence

Strategy based on explicitly 
addressing stakeholders needs, 

market analysis, risks (incl mkt and 
probity), procurement 

approaches, expected results

what about?



Focus of Public Procurement

RISK ≈ Estimated value                            
managed according to different thresholds

Other aspects of risks e.g. inherent 
risks in supply mkts, in nature of 

goods/services, in needs/issues of 
stakeholders, operational, probity

what about?



Focus of Public Procurement

Planning = process schedulling, plan to 
comply,  little front loading

Explicitly identifying and 
managing procurement strategy

what about?



Focus of Public Procurement
Value for Money is achieved in the compliant 

sourcing, evaluation and contract award, 
lowest combined score or price

Whole of life cost, fit for purpose 
& sufficient for rqmts, economic, 

social & environ benefits in 
support of strategic objectives, 
fostering competitive environ

what about?



Expectations of Audit 

Can audit be expected to detect probity 
irregularities for e.g. in the 2 mentioned case 
studies?

If so, what more needs to be done to enable 
auditors to identify such irregularities?



Main focus on 
compliance

Internal 
Controls

Best 
offer?

Performance 
issues –

efficient?

Audit

Delivered 
as 

expected?
Final $ = 

Contract $ ?



Internal Controls
Audit

s Generic Specifications
s Appropriate approach 

to market – RFQ, RFP
s Adequately wide 

solicitation 
s Pre-determined 

evaluation criteria
s Confidential receipt of 

tenders

s Formal evaluation agst
set criteria

s Justification of selection
s Avoidance of splitting 

orders
s Payment on delivery  

per contract
s Delegation of authority
s Segregation of Duties



What more can Audit do?

1. Audit for probity, not merely for compliance

2. Areas to review:
a) Control Environment 
b) Risk assessments
c) Control activities
d) Information and communication
e) Monitoring
particularly aspects of probity

2. Auditor skills



More areas to review

Audit for Probity in Procurement
1) How Transparency and Accountability are 

maintained
2) How Impartiality of the process is maintained
3) How actual/perceived Conflicts of Interest are 

managed
4) How Confidentiality is maintained
5) How Value for Money is obtained



More areas to review
a) Control Environment 

s Code of conduct
s Management of conflict of interest
s Procurement structure and capabilities 
s Appropriate Delegations of Authority
s Clarity of attestations in DOA and accountability
s Number of controls and indiv accountability
s Procurement policies and procedures
s HR policies on recruiting procurement staff
s Resources on the procurement action
s Roles, responsibilities and accountabilities



More areas to review
b) Risk assessments 

s Identification, analysis and management 
of supply risks and opportunities

s Consideration of probity risks
s Consideration of fraud risk
s Resources for conducting risk 

assessments
s Strategy for procurement especially 

significant procurement 
s Appropriateness of contract
s Adequacy of contract management



More areas to review

c) Control activities
s Comprehensiveness of needs and 

consistency with annual plan
s Validity and reasonableness of strategy 

supported by market research/analysis, 
risk assessments etc. and its approval

s Existence and reasonableness of 
procurement planning including 
approaches to solicitation

s Review and approval of specifications



More areas to review

c) Control activities
s Adherence of methodology and approach 

to approved strategy 
s Addressing risks as per procurement 

strategy
s Evaluation plan – existence, probity risks, 

comprehensiveness, approval
s Evaluation criteria – reasonableness, 

consultation, approval
s Weightings of evaluation criteria –

reasonableness, consultation, approval



More areas to review

c) Control activities
s Evaluation team – expertise, experience, 

management of conflict of interest 
s Evaluation process – preparedness, 

participation, influence
s Documentation of deliberations and 

results
s Evaluation results – too good to be true?
s Best value for money – rational and 

methodology, sensitivity analysis, 
approval



More areas to review
d) Information and communication

s Transparency of information sharing 
s Consistency of information shared
s Record of communication with 

proponents
s Management of confidential information 
s Adequacy of engagement with 

proponents
s Treatment of supplier complaints



More areas to review
e) Monitoring

s Contract terms - deliverables, KPIs, 
incentives and penalties, reporting

s Adequacy of contract management plan 
and its approval 

s Adequacy of monitoring - progress, KPIs, 
reporting, consequences

s Resolution of issues
s Application of lessons learned



Audit skills

s Cannot effectively audit unless adequately 
knowledgeable in the area

s Train auditors to assess
s Aspects of the Control Environment, Risk 

assessments, Control activities esp the 
‘upfront’ procurement activities 

s Probity fundamentals
s Involvement of procurement unit / subject 

matter experts
s Incorporate probity advisory



Probity advisory
What is it?
s Observation, review and provision of advice 

on the probity of the procurement process 
s Verification that the process undertaken are 

consistent with the Organisation’s policies 
and procedures and best practice

s Confirmation in writing that the process has 
been undertaken in cognisant of the probity 
fundamentals and satisfactorily addressed all 
probity risks



Focus of Probity advisory

In a way, Probity Advisory is auditing the 
process while it is on-going, not after the fact
Focus
s Addressing probity risks that might arise
s Finding solutions to these probity risks, 
s Ensuring that the probity fundamentals re 

upheld
s Not to report on compliance



Probity advisory

When could it be applicable?

s When the probity fundamentals need to be 
applied

s Procurement process

s Any selection process e.g. grant, scholarship 
application, where the selection is based on 
pre-determined criteria and funded by public 
funds



Probity in procurement

Probity in a procurement process could 
include: 

s Review needs – expression, options, 
evidence of analysis and accountability

s Review strategy for comprehensiveness, 
reasonableness, evidence and accountability

s Review and comment on RFP, Probity plan, 
Evaluation plan, Evaluation report, all 
relevant correspondences



Probity in procurement

s Review risk assessment esp for probity
s Attend tenderer briefing sessions, tender 

box opening, clarification meetings, all 
evaluation meetings, negotiations, 
debriefing unsuccessful tenderers

s Verify all conflict of interest declarations and 
confidentiality agreements from project 
participants

s Report on how the probity fundamentals 
have been upheld in the process



Fraud detection
An example where audit would not have been 
able to detect irregularities
s Procurement of consultancy services
s Standard procurement process with proposals 

reviewed by an Evaluation committee of 5 
individuals

s The results of the evaluation were clear with 
one obvious winner – highest overall score

s Corruption allegation made against an 
evaluation member, investigation undertaken



Probity in procurement
s A review of the minutes of tender evaluation 

meeting did not indicate any issues
s There was no record of any dissenting views, in 

fact from the minutes there was consensus and it 
was clearly a unanimous decision

s However, when each member of the committee 
was interviewed, it was discovered that they 
s did not have adequate time to read the 

proposals, 



Probity in procurement
s were not adequately briefed about how to 

score, 
s did not score consistently, 
s could not justify their individual scores,
s relied on one member for the technical 

requirements, 
s followed the lead of the chair in finalising their 

individual scores,
s did not feel comfortable to challenge the chair, 

who was not present all the time



Challenge

s The challenge would be to detect this kind of 
behaviour in an audit

s Difficult to detect by reviewing documentary 
evidence 

s Only able to identify irregularity by 
interviewing each member of the Evaluation 
committee

s Probity Advisor would have noticed this 
behaviour during the attendance at the 
Evaluation committee meeting



Similar functions in UN
WFP Compliance officer includes:
s Advice on compliance to support efficiency 
s Advise on P&P and monitor correct application
s Contribute in developing SOPs 
s Advice on use of WFP resources & conformity 

to strategic/project plans and donor agrmts
s Undertake periodic/ad hoc reviews/oversight 

missions to assess effectiveness of internal 
controls, identify risks, assess potential for 
fraud and recommend actions



Similar functions in UN
UNOPS Programme Associate in RQG includes:
s Provide programme support for development of 

risk framework
s Monitor DOA via reviews and reports on 

compliance
s Facilitate quarterly project assurance process, 

follow up on action and report
s Coordinate internal/external audits and follow up
s Support compliance reviews
s Ensure proper record keeping



Risks
s Probity Advisor is used to legitimise a 

predetermined procurement outcome
s Probity Advisors looses the ‘big picture’ i.e. 

strategic aspects of the organisation’s
procurement objectives

s Late and / or restricted involvement of the 
Probity Advisor – limited information 
provided to the advisor - resulting in advice 
that is not comprehensive and narrowly 
focused



Risks
s Probity advice skewed to ensure that it is 

acceptable to the Organisation, thus 
ensuring future engagement 

s Organisation does not develop its own 
good systems and policies and procedures 
with built in probity and corruption 
controls, but relies on external advisor

s Probity advisor cannot later audit the 
process as s/he was not independent of it



Probity advisory

What makes a good Probity Advisor?
s Knowledge of procurement P&P
s Understanding of the spirit and intention of 

public procurement i.e. probity fundamentals
s Ability to solve challenges and sound judgment 

in balancing compliance with effectiveness 
s Attention to detail 
s Confidence to speak up
s Background in audit, anti corruption, regulatory 



Discussion

The measures that audit could take to more 
effectively identify and address the risks of fraud, 
corruption and exploitation in procurement actions 
such as:

1) Audit for probity

2) Expand areas to review

3) Skill up auditors

4) Involve procurement unit/subject matter expert

5) Apply probity advisory

Compare these with your earlier notes



Conclusion

1. Transactionally focused procurement is 
vulnerable to fraud, corruption and 
exploitation

2. Audit focusing on compliance with policies 
and procedures might not be adequate

3. Measures that need to be taken to audit 
more effectively



Protection for Public 
Procurement 

Public 
Procurement

Procedures

Policies
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